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Manjusha Nambiar October 2, 2017 This grammar sheet is intended for students in grades 6 and 7. They will also benefit higher-level students. Prepositions are small words, but they are important. If you can use them correctly, this is a clear sign that you have a good knowledge of English. Fill in the gaps with the appropriate excuse.
Preposition sheet for grades 6 and 7 1. Do you have any books............ Indian history? a) about b) on c) Or can be used here 2. Helicopter hovered .................. Palace. a) Higher b) more c) Or can be used here 3. We are waiting................... Guests. a) for b) c) with 4. There are not many apples.................... Tree. a) b) in) at 5. He was
wearing a blue coat................ Shirt. (a) more b) higher c) by 6. There is a small cottage....................... Lake. a) more b) higher c) Or can be used here 7. The plane was flying....................... City. a) more b) through c) Or can be used here 8. Mount Everest is about 8000 meters..................... sea level. a) Higher b) through c) more than 9.
Many parts of this country..................... sea level. a) under b) below in) under 10. They swam............... River. a) through b) more than c) through 11. This custom was in practice................... Centuries. a) through b) through c) more than 12. We walked......................... House. a) around b) through to) along 13. There were.................. forty
students in the class. a) about b) about c) Or can be used here 14. They canceled the match.................... Rain. a) because b) because of c) Or can be used here 15. I have to get home...................... At 9 o'clock. a) before b) Or can be used here 16. As we watched the sun disappear.................. Horizon. a) Below b) under c) Or can be
used here 17. Who is this girl sitting....................... Janaki? a) near b) except c) Or can be used here 18. Who was at the party...................... Ravi and Srey? (a) near b) except 19. ..................... mathematics, we study physics and chemistry. a) Except b) About 20. He split the money............... their children. a) Between b) Between c) Or
can be used here 21. I was questioned.................... three officers. (a) b) with 22. We got a nail out............... screwdriver (a) b) with answers 1. Do you have any books on/about Indian history? 2. Helicopter hovered over /above the palace. 3. We are waiting for guests. 4. There aren't many apples on the tree. 5. He was wearing a blue coat
over his shirt. 6. Above the lake there is a small cottage. (The cottage is not directly above the lake.) 7. The plane flew over/through the city. 8. Mount Everest is located at an altitude of about 8,000 meters above 9. Many parts of the country are below sea level. 10. They swam across the river. 11. This custom has been in practice for
centuries. 12. We were walking around the house. 13. There were about forty students in the class. The match was cancelled due to rain. 15. I have to get home by 9 o'clock. 16. As we watched the sun disappear beyond the horizon. 17. Who is this girl sitting next to Janaki? 18. Who was at the party except Ravi and Srey? 19. In addition
to mathematics, we study physics and chemistry. (Besides funds in addition to.) 20. He divided money between/among his children. (Before the plural noun, we can use the gap between/between and share between/between. 21. I was interrogated by three officers. 22. We got a nail with a screwdriver. You can find more grammar
exercises here. For grammar lessons, visit this page. Tags: Prepositions Exercise Content Index Leaf - Prepositions - Exercise Printables / Sheets Prepositions - PDF sheets Prepositions: in, on, on, on, for, for excuses - sheets Prepositions - sheets Preliminary Provisions 1 - Printed Prepositions 2 - Printed Prepositions: in, on, on, for
excuses: on, for, in, or, on, to, whith Prepositions - Working Book Prepositions - Sheet Prepositions 1 Prepositions 2 Prepositions 3 Prepositions 3 Prepositions PDF Preliminary Provisions 1 - PDF Exercise Prepositions 2 - PDF Exercise Prepositions - Handouts Preliminary Positions - Worksheet Prepositions 1 Mixed Prepositions 2 Mixed
Prepositions 2 Mixed Prepositions 2 Mixed Prepositions 2 Mixed Prepositions 2 Mixed Prepositions 2 Mixed Prepositions 2 Mixed Prepositions 2 Mixed Prepositions 2 Mixed Prepositions 2 3 Mixed Excuses 4 Exercise Pretexts - PDF PDF Sheets - Print Grammar Sheets - Handouts Preposition Exercise - Definition: Definition: Preposition
of a word placed in front of a noun or pronoun to show in what respect a person or thing designated by them is worth against something else. Looking for an easy way to learn the new elementary English grammar and composition for Class 6 answers, Solutions. You have to learn basic topics of English grammar such as Tenses verbs,
nouns, etc... In this article, we'll look at the best English Grammer themes and compare them with the CLASS 6 CBSE prepositional exercises with the responses of PdfFundamentalsPrepositions are words that show the connection between the two words in the sentence. Prepositions are used to connect nouns, protouns and phrases in
any sentence. Relationships may include direction, location (or specific location, time, method, cause, and number (or degree). The pretext almost always comes before a noun or protation and therefore it is called an excuse. Forms of pretexts Simple pretexts: Simple pretexts are used in simple sentences. Example: In, on, on, on, from,
with, by, by, etc. her mother.Compound Prepositions: --When we join two nouns, pronouns or phrases, we use complex pretexts. Example: Oh, through, between, between, near, before, etc. We get to the station before the train departs. Double prepositions: Double preposition is two (prepositional) words used in a sentence to connect
nouns, pronouns, and phrases with in other words in a sentence. Example: Out, out, out, behind, because of, etc. Participle Prepositions: When a piece (verb an-ed or ing) is used as an excuse, it is known as an excuse to participate. Example: As for, pending, considering assuming a ban, in time, given despite, provided in regards. She
made it very easy, given her knowledge. Preposition phrase: A preposition phrase is a group of words containing an excuse, noun or pronoun (the object of the pretext) and any object modifiers. Example: According to, despite, on account, before, in order to, for the sake, with help, with reference to, in addition, because of, etc. In country, big city, street, or talk about the position with the borders of Na - something resting on / in contact with the surface above - a thing higher than the others below - something lower than the others in between - the object is somewhere in the middle of the two objects. Among them - an object surrounded by more than two objects
against - something is used as support. At - a certain point in time B - periods of time such as minutes, hours, days, months, years, seasons, countries on - specific days and dates from - time, When the action begins - the time when the action ends From time to time - point of time For - period of time - no later than Till or before - no
sooner than or uptoInto - moving from outside to something Together - moving from one end to the other through - moving from one side to the other side of something K - in the direction of To - destination - means or agency of action/travel mode with - tool (what one uses) to do something on foot For example, in a car, van, etc. Nouns
follow specific pretexts Some nouns tend to follow specific pretexts. Examples: The Director sent out invitations to the chief Guest.Radha is not interested in meeting with me. Priya loves her students very much. I got a check for ten thousand rupees. Rakesh drew attention to his lessons in the classroom. He's in the habit of talking all the
time. I sent a response to Offer. My parents don't mind me joining acting school. An autopsy revealed the cause of her death. I have a dislike for untidy places. The adjectives, followed by certain pretexts, are usually followed by certain pretexts. Examples:I I'm afraid of lizards. The teacher is angry with the students. I will always be grateful
to my parents. Peacock is proud of its tail. Kanpur is famous for its leather industry. He's busy changing his house. The bag is full of money. My brother is good at English.Children love to watch TV. This wood is superior to this one. Presentation Read the history of the painting. Answer the following questions according to the story.1.
Describe the weather in your own words. 2. What did Avika buy? 3. When will Avika get home? Prepositional practical exercises for class 6 CBSEA. Fill in the gaps with the prepositions below. Use each excuse only once. 1. Ms. Kusum keeps her money in the bank. 2. I put the keys and my dressing table. 3. In the office, Ms. Maria and
Ms. Latifah sit with each other. 4. The pool is my home. 5. The man standing on Manisha. 6. This morning there was a supermarket robbery. 7. They found an old tunnel - my house. 8. While Ahmad was cleaning the pantry, he found some old notes and a bunch of newspapers. 9. She had hands and a face. 10. He put two pieces of meat
and bread.B. Complete the passage using suitable excuses. The rain just stopped. I went (1). Into the garden. Then I heard a soft meak. I saw a little white kitten. He was so thin that his bones were showing. He was wet and trembling. I brought it (2) and dried it. My brother came (3). The question is: Do you know who owns this kitten (4)?
I asked him. My brother said he saw several kittens (5) and long grass (6). Our home. The cat's mother was just a stray. He told me to give the kitten some fish. The fish was gone, so I took the rice and gave it to the kitten. But he won't eat rice. I wonder if he's old enough to eat rice. Maybe he's still feeding (7) his mother's milk, my brother
said. I warmed up (8). - some milk and gave it to the kitten, but he would not drink milk. I wonder if I should get it back to my mother, I said. My brother and I carried a kitten (9) and a house. We heard a loud meow. I was a mother cat. I put (10) - a kitten. He meowed loudly, but stayed put. The cat's mother quickly ran to the little kitten. He
started licking the kitten all (11) - the kitten kept mewing loudly. Do you think he tells his mother (12). ___________ I asked my brother.C. to complete the sentences with the right directions/movement.1. Scouts go along the river to find a way out of the forest. 2. Passengers ran out of the bus before it started to burn. 3. The train is moving
slowly through the tunnel. 4. A brave firefighter rushed into a burning house to save an elderly woman. 5. Some tourists have walked around the gift shop just now. They didn't stop to shop. 6. Jaywalker is a man who walks down the street, oblivious to traffic. 7. Gasoline prices will go again next month. 8. Sazer put the hoe and rested
when tired.D. Emphasize the correct position given in brackets1. I'm not mad at you. 2. It's different (to, from) that. 3. Do Japanese goods outperform European goods? 4. I was annoyed (with, on) his stupidity. 5. She has not visited us (since) her marriage. 6. She was sitting (between, among) her five children. 7. The explosion could not
have happened (from itself) itself. 8. He has three more cars (besides) this. 9. Don't rush (in, to) conclusions. 10. Do you have any money (by) you?E. Fill each of the spaces with the right excuse.1 This is the secret of us with you. We don't have to share it with anyone. 2. Garbage on the road is the law. You can be fined for such an
offence. 3. When he got : a taxi, his family rushed home to greet him. 4. We sat on the floor as there were no chairs in the room. 5. The mother is in her room. She rests before she continues her work. 6. I typed a letter to you. Please sign this line. 7. Have you noticed when you are wearing your feet? Yesterday he fell on his bike. 8. She
was ill on Wednesday, but only now has she been hospitalized. 9. He passed the meeting of the word. 10. The prisoner stood in the dock and testified to the court that he was at home at the time of the crime. Crime. prepositions worksheet for class 6 with answers. prepositions worksheet for class 6 icse
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